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Community-home-based Multi-copy Routing in
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Abstract—A mobile social network (MSN) is a special kind of delay tolerant network (DTN) composed of mobile nodes that
move around and share information with each other through their carried short-distance wireless communication devices. A main
characteristic of MSNs is that mobile nodes in the networks generally visit some locations (namely, community homes) frequently,
while visiting other locations less frequently. In this paper, we propose a novel zero-knowledge multi-copy routing algorithm,
homing spread (HS), for homogeneous MSNs, in which all mobile nodes share all community homes. HS is a distributed and
localized algorithm. It mainly lets community homes spread messages with a higher priority. Theoretical analysis shows that
HS can spread a given number of message copies in an optimal way when the inter-meeting time between any two nodes and
between a node and a community home follows independent and identical exponential distributions, respectively. We also extend
HS to the heterogeneous MSNs, where mobile nodes have different community homes. In addition, we calculate the expected
delivery delay of HS, and conduct extensive simulations. Results show that community homes are important factors in message
spreading. By using homes to spread messages faster, HS achieves a better performance than existing zero-knowledge MSN
routing algorithms, including Epidemic (with a given number of copies), and Spray&Wait.
Index Terms—Community, delay tolerant networks, mobile social networks, routing.
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I NTRODUCTION

Mobile social networks (MSNs) are composed of
mobile users that move around and use their carried
wireless communication devices to share information
via online social network services, such as Facebook,
Twitter, etc. Recently, the short-distance communication model has also been adopted by encountered
mobile users in MSNs to share information, such as
multimedia, large-size ﬁles, etc., at a low cost. Such
MSNs can be seen as a special kind of delay tolerant
network (DTN). Fig. 1 shows a simple example. Like
other DTNs, there are generally no stable end-to-end
delivery paths in an MSN, due to the mobility of
nodes. Therefore, delivering messages is a challenging
issue. Many routing algorithms that are based on
store-carry-and-forward schemes have been proposed
to address this issue. The existing algorithms can
simply be divided into two categories.
One category is knowledge-based routing algorithms,
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Fig. 1. An example of MSN: mobile users move around
to form three communities, each of which can support
a real or virtual throwbox through an access point in
its home or a mobile user that visits its home most
frequently.
which mainly includes probability-based algorithms
(e.g., [2]–[6]) and social-aware algorithms (e.g., [7]–
[12]). The nodes in these algorithms are assumed
to have known some contact probabilities between
nodes or some social characteristics of nodes, and then
they use this knowledge to guide their message deliveries. However, it is difﬁcult for each node to get to
know the contact probabilities or social characteristics
of other nodes in real MSNs.
Another category consists of zero-knowledge routing
algorithms, which do not require any prior knowledge
on the contact probabilities or social characteristics of
nodes. The typical algorithms include Epidemic [13]
and Spray&Wait [14]. Epidemic spreads messages to
each encountered node through the ﬂooding strategy.
To avoid producing too many message copies, Epidemic in the real implementation generally limits the
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maximum number of copies. Spray&Wait also limits
the number of copies. Moreover, it adopts a binary
splitting method to spread copies into the network
until one message holder encounters the destination.
Both of the algorithms assume that all nodes just
randomly walk in a given area, and that nodes visit
all locations in a uniformly random way. However,
real MSNs generally do not follow this assumption,
making them less efﬁcient, as we will show later in
this paper.
In fact, MSNs have social characteristics, compared
to traditional DTNs. Nodes in an MSN generally visit
some locations frequently, while visiting other locations less frequently, due to their different interests.
The nodes that frequently visit the same location will
form a community with a common interest, as shown
in Fig. 1. The location is seen as the home of the
community. Many mobility models from real MSN
traces have captured this characteristic of skewed
location visiting preferences [15]–[18]. Moreover, each
community home (or simply, home) in real traces can
support a real throwbox, a device that can locally store
and forward messages, or can let the nodes that visit
it most frequently act as virtual throwboxes [19]. Such
social characteristics can be utilized to guide message
deliveries so as to improve the routing performance.
To this end, we propose a zero-knowledge multicopy MSN routing algorithm, homing spread (HS), in
this paper. The objective is to minimize the expected
delay of delivering each message from its source to its
destination, while the copies of each message are no
more than a given threshold. The algorithm consists
of three phases. In the ﬁrst phase, the source spreads
copies quickly to community homes. In the second
phase, the homes that have received more than one
copy spread the message to other homes and mobile
nodes (or simply nodes). Then, in the third phase, the
destination fetches the message from any encountered
message holder, which is either a mobile node or a
home that has message copies. This algorithm makes
use of the unbalanced location visiting characteristic
and uses homes as special message holders. Thus, it
can achieve a better performance than existing zeroknowledge routing algorithms. The main contributions are summarized as follows:
1) We ﬁrst propose the HS algorithm for homogeneous MSNs, in which all mobile nodes share
all community homes. Moreover, we show that
HS is optimal in homogeneous MSNs when the
inter-meeting time between any two nodes and
between a node and a home follows independent and identical exponential distributions.
2) We also extend the HS algorithm to the heterogeneous MSNs, in which mobile nodes might
have different community homes. We show that
HS can still achieve good message delivery performance in the heterogeneous MSNs.
3) We construct a continuous Markov chain to cal-
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Fig. 2. The network model.
culate the expected delivery delay of HS and
derive an upper bound. Moreover, we calculate
the number of message copies required to bound
the expected delivery delay to a given threshold.
4) We conduct extensive simulations on a synthetic
MSN trace to evaluate HS. The results show
that HS signiﬁcantly outperforms the existing
zero-knowledge multi-copy routing algorithms,
including Epidemic with a given number of
copies, and Spray&Wait.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
We introduce the network model and problem in
Section 2. Section 3 is the overview of HS. The detailed
HS for homogeneous MSNs and the extended HS
for heterogeneous MSNs are presented in Sections 4
and 5, respectively. Section 6 gives a theoretical performance analysis on HS. In Section 7, we evaluate
the performance of HS through extensive simulations.
After reviewing the related work in Section 8, we
conclude the paper in Section 9.

2

N ETWORK M ODEL & P ROBLEM

In this section, we introduce the network model,
followed by the problem.
2.1 Network Model
We consider a typical MSN that is composed of a
number of mobile nodes and many locations. Each
node frequently visits a few locations, called community homes or homes, while the other locations, called
normal locations, are visited less frequently. Each node
might have multiple homes. Many real MSNs follow
this unbalanced-visiting characteristic. For example,
previous works have observed that 50% of mobile
users in the Dartmouth campus Wi-Fi network spent
over 74.0% of their time at a location [15]–[18]. Moreover, we assume that each home has a throwbox that
can locally store and forward messages. Many real
applications can support throwboxes, such as the
roadside units in vehicular ad hoc networks, the base
stations in delay tolerant networks, etc. [19], [20].
Even though there are no real throwboxes in some
homes, we can let the nodes that most frequently
visit these homes act as the virtual throwboxes. In
fact, the works in [15]–[18] have also observed that
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some nodes remain close to some locations about
98.7% of the time, which can be used as the virtual
throwboxes of these locations. Moreover, literature
[10] has pointed out that virtual throwboxes will
only result in a little bit of performance degradation,
compared to real throwboxes. In addition, we assume
that the throwbox in each home has enough cache
space to store messages from visited mobile nodes.
This is reasonable since a real throwbox is generally
equipped with a large cache. If a virtual throwbox
has limited cache, we can let multiple nodes that
frequently visit the home act as the virtual throwboxes
at the same time, so that they can also provide a large
cache together [10].
More speciﬁcally, we consider that n mobile nodes
V = {1,
√ 2, · · ·√, n} independently and randomly walk
on a m × m 2D grid, among which there are h
(h  n) homes H = {l1 , · · · , lh } and m − h normal
locations L = {lh+1 , · · · , lm }, as shown in Fig. 2. Each
home has a real or a virtual throwbox. The homes
of node i (i ∈ V ) are denoted by home set Hi ⊆ H.
Each node visits either its home with a relatively
high probability, or a normal location with a very low
probability. The visited home and normal location of
each node are randomly selected from its home set
and normal locations, respectively.
2.2

Problem

In this paper, we consider two MSN settings: the
homogeneous setting and the heterogeneous setting.
They are deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 1: The homogeneous setting refers to that
all nodes in the MSN share all of the h homes. That
is to say, Hi = H for each i ∈ V .
Deﬁnition 2: The heterogeneous setting means that
each node i might have a different home set Hi , each
home in which is randomly selected from H. That is,
Hi ⊆ H. Other homes outside of Hi are seen as normal
locations for node i.
Under both the homogeneous setting and the heterogeneous setting, we study the zero-knowledge
multi-copy routing problem. Here, zero-knowledge routing means that each node in the MSN is unaware of
other nodes. That is to say, each node in the MSN
does not know the home sets of other nodes.
Our objective is to minimize the delivery delay for
a given number of message copies C (1 < C < n/2; the
concrete value of C will be determined in Section 6.3,
which is much less than n/2). For simplicity, a visit
to a home is known as homing, but when a message
holder meets another node at a normal location, it
is known as roaming. Then, we plan to address the
following challenges:
• What is the optimal way for a message holder to
spread copies during homing and roaming?
• Once a home receives some message copies, how
should it further spread these copies?
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Fig. 3. The framework of Homing Spread.
•

What is a general way for a mobile destination
to obtain a copy?

3

OVERVIEW : H OMING S PREAD (HS)
To solve the above problem, we ﬁrst propose the
zero-knowledge multi-copy routing algorithm, homing spread (HS), for the homogeneous setting. Then,
we extend HS to the heterogeneous setting. Since
each node has a relatively high probability of visiting
homes, the basic idea of HS is to let the homes have
a higher priority to get the copies, so as to maximize
the probability that the destination meets a message
holder (i.e, the homes or nodes that have message
copies). More speciﬁcally, HS consists of three phases:
homing, spreading, and fetching, as shown in Fig. 3.
1) In the homing phase, the source sends copies
quickly to homes. Upon reaching the ﬁrst home,
the message holder (which includes the source)
dumps all copies into the throwbox of the home.
When roaming occurs (i.e., a message holder
meets another node at a normal location before
reaching a home), copies are split between the
two nodes and both become message holders.
2) In the spreading phase, the homes with multiple
copies spread these copies to other homes and
mobile nodes. These homes ﬁrst spread their
copies to each node that visits them by splitting
the copies between themselves and those visiting nodes. Then, each node that receives copies
spreads these copies to other homes and mobile
nodes. In the splitting of copies between the
homes and the visiting nodes, each home always
keeps at least one copy through its throwbox.
3) In the fetching phase, the destination fetches the
message when it meets any message holder for
the ﬁrst time, which can be either a home or a
mobile node.
In the above schemes, two points need to be emphasized. The ﬁrst point is that the three phases might not
follow a strict order. There might be overlaps among
them in probability. For example, it is possible that the
delivery of a message copy enters the second phase
while the delivery of another copy might still be in the
ﬁrst phase. The third phase also might occur before
the second phase. The second point is that, when a
message holder ﬁrst visits a home, it will dump all
copies into the home, and then it immediately enters
the second phase to receive copies from the home.
4

HS: H OMOGENEOUS MSN S

In this section, we propose a homing scheme and
a spreading scheme for the message spreading in
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Fig. 4. The binary homing scheme.
the homogeneous MSNs. Based on these, we present
the detailed HS algorithm. We focus on one message
delivery only, but the results can be applied to multiple messages as long as each node, including home,
has sufﬁcient cache space and the link has enough
bandwidth. In addition, we also show that, when
the inter-meeting time between any two nodes and
between a node and a home follows independent and
identical exponential distributions, HS is optimal in
terms of minimizing the expected delivery delay in
homogeneous MSNs.
4.1

The Homing Phase

In the homing phase, the source tries to send the
message to the homes ﬁrst. If the source encounters
other nodes before it reaches a home, it will give
some of its copies to the encountered node, and will
let the node jointly send the copies to homes. The
more nodes that the message copies are sent to before
reaching homes, the smaller the delay of the next two
phases will be. Thus, the source needs to spread the
copies to as many other nodes as possible before they
reach the homes. To this end, we adopt the following
homing scheme:
Deﬁnition 3: (Binary Homing Scheme): Each message
holder sends all of its copies to the ﬁrst (visited) home.
If the message holder encounters another node before
it visits a home, it binary splits the copies between
them.
Fig. 4 shows an example of the binary homing
scheme. Message copies are binary split until they
reach the homes.
4.2

The Spreading Phase

In the spreading phase, the homes which have more
than one copy spread their extra copies to other homes
and nodes. Let H⊕ , H and H (H = H⊕ + H + H )
denote the homes with more than one copy, the homes
with only one copy, and the homes without copies,
respectively. Then, we adopt the following spreading
scheme.
Deﬁnition 4: (1-Spreading Scheme): Each home li ∈
H⊕ spreads a copy to each node in the same home
until only one copy remains, so that li ∈ H after the
spreading. If such a node with one copy later visits

Algorithm 1 The Homing Spread (HS)
1: for each mobile node i do
2:
if node i encounters another node j then
3:
if node j is the destination then
4:
node i sends the message to j;
5:
if nodes i and j have ci and cj message copies
then
6:
node i holds ci /2+cj /2 copies through
exchange with node j;
7:
if node i visits a home l then
8:
node i sends all its copies to l;
9:
if l ∈ H⊕ or i is the destination then
10:
l sends a copy to node i.

another home lj ∈ H , the node sends the copy to that
home, so that lj ∈ H after the visit.
Using the 1-spreading scheme, as shown in Fig. 5,
each home will have at most one copy. Then, after the
spreading phase, there would be C message holders,
including h homes and C−h nodes outside the homes,
or C homes if C ≤ h. Each of them only has one copy.

4.3 The Fetching Phase
In the fetching phase, the destination just fetches
the message once it encounters a message holder. This
message holder might be in the homing phase or the
spreading phase. The worst case is that all message
copies have ﬁnished the spreading phase before the
destination gets the message.

4.4 The HS Algorithm
We present the HS algorithm, as shown in Algorithm 1. Algorithm 1 is a distributed algorithm, in
which each node only needs to exchange the copies
with the encountered node or home. Note that we do
not distinguish the three phases when nodes exchange
the copies. This is because the message exchange in
this algorithm is compatible with each phase. In fact,
if the node encounters the destination, which falls
into the third phase, the node will send the message
to the destination in Steps 3-4. If two nodes in the
ﬁrst phase encounter each other, they will send half
of their copies to the other one in Steps 5-6, where
ci /2 and cj /2 are the ceiling of ci /2 and the ﬂoor
of cj /2, respectively. If two nodes in the second phase
encounter each other, the message exchange scheme
in Steps 5-6 is still correct. When a node visits a home,
no matter which phase it falls under, it is compatible
for the node to send all of its copies to the home and
to receive a copy from the home if it has extra copies,
as shown in Steps 7-10. Note that in Algorithm 1, the
part for node j is the same as the one for node i (by
exchanging i and j).
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4.5

Optimality of HS

In this paper, we are mainly concerned with the
average delay performance of HS. For simplicity, we
assume that the inter-meeting time between any two
nodes and between a node and a community home
follows exponential distributions with parameters λ
and Λ (Λ λ, more speciﬁcally Λ > Cλ), respectively.
Such an assumption is widely adopted to analyze
the average performance of a routing algorithm (e.g.,
[14]).
First, we consider the homing phase, in which the
binary homing scheme is adopted. Note that this
scheme binary splits message copies between encountered nodes before these copies reach homes, just like
the binary spraying in Spray&Wait [14]. It has been
proven to be the fastest way to spread message copies
among mobile nodes. Thus, we can directly get the
following lemma:
Lemma 1: The binary homing scheme can spread
the C message copies to the maximum number of
nodes before they reach the homes.
In addition, in terms of the homing phase, we have
another lemma:
Lemma 2: If all nodes have the same number of
homes, i.e., |H1 | = |H2 | = · · · = |Hn | = h , the expected
delay of each message copy reaching a home is always
1
h Λ , no matter which splitting scheme is adopted.
Proof: We ﬁrst consider the case where the source
in the homing phase reaches a home without meeting
any other nodes. Since the inter-meeting time between
each node and a given home follows the exponential
distribution with the parameters Λ, the expected delay
for a visit to this home is Λ1 . Thus, the expected delay
of the source visiting one of its h homes is h1 Λ .
Now, we consider the case where the source meets
another node before it reaches a home. Note that the
meeting will not change the expected delay of the
message copies in the source reaching a home. Thus,
we only focus on the copies that are spread to the
encountered node in this meeting. Assume that the
source meets the node at time t1 , and the encountered
node reaches a home at time t. The corresponding



probability density is Λe−h Λt1 e−h Λ(t−t1 ) = Λe−h Λt .
Then, the expected delay of the copies
encoun ∞ in the

tered node reaching a home is 0 Λte−h Λt dt = h1 Λ .
That is to say, the meeting also does not change
the expected delay of the copies in the encountered node reaching a home. Thus, the lemma holds.

Second, we consider the spreading phase, in which
the 1-spreading scheme is adopted. Note that the
inter-meeting time between a node and a home follows independent and identical exponential distributions. Moreover, each node has a much larger
probability of visiting a home than meeting another
node. A home can spread the copies to other nodes
more quickly than a node can. Thus, the 1-spreading
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Fig. 5. The 1-spreading scheme.
scheme can spread the message copies to other nodes
most quickly. That is:
Lemma 3: The 1-spreading scheme can spread message copies from a home to the maximum number of
nodes at the fastest speed when Λ > Cλ.
Proof: We compare the speeds of a home and a
mobile node spreading k (1 < k ≤ C) message copies
to k of n−1 nodes.
First, we derive the delay for a home to spread
the k message copies. Since the inter-meeting time
between a home and a node follows the exponential
distribution with parameter Λ, the expected delay for
this node visiting the home is Λ1 . Note that, any one
of the n−1 nodes might receive the ﬁrst copy. Thus,
the expected delay of the ﬁrst node to receive a copy
1
is (n−1)Λ
. Moreover, the expected delay of the i-th
(1 ≤ i ≤ k) node to receive a copy, denoted by Dhi ,
satisﬁes:
Dhi =

i

j=1

1
1
·
n−j Λ

(1)

Second, we analyze the delay for a mobile node to
spread the k message copies. According to Lemma 1,
the binary spreading scheme is the fastest spreading
manner, when the inter-meeting time between nodes
follows independent and identical exponential distributions. By using this spreading scheme, the source
of the k message copies will send half of its copies
to its ﬁrst encountered node, which might be any
one of the n − 1 nodes. The corresponding expected
1
delay is (n−1)λ
. After each of them meets another
node, respectively, the two encountered nodes become
the second and third nodes to receive copies. The
1
1
corresponding expected delays are (n−1)λ
+ (n−2)λ
1
1
and (n−1)λ + (n−3)λ , respectively. For generality, the
expected delay of the i-th (1 ≤ i ≤ k) node to receive a
copy, denoted by Dni , satisﬁes:
Dni =

logi2 


j=0

1
1
·
i
λ
n −  2j

(2)

It is easy to verify Dni > Dhi when 1 ≤ i ≤ 4. Now,
we consider the case of 4 < i ≤ k ≤ C. Note that
in
Cn
Cn
< (n−C)
< (n−n/2)
<C < Λ
λ . Then,
(n−i) logi
logC
logC
2

2

logi

2

i
we can get Dhi ≤ (n−i)Λ
< nλ2 ≤ Dni . Thus, we have
Dni > Dhi for each i (1 ≤ i ≤ k). The lemma holds.
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Algorithm 2 The Extended Homing Spread
1: for each mobile node i do
2:
if node i encounters another node j then
3:
if node j is the destination then
4:
node i sends the message to j;
5:
if nodes i and j have ci and cj message copies
then
6:
node i holds (1 − αij )ci  + αji cj copies
through exchange with node j;
7:
if node i visits a home l then
8:
node i sends all its copies to l;
9:
if l ∈ H⊕ or i is the destination then
10:
l sends a copy to node i.

Based on Lemmas 1-3, we get that HS is optimal.
Theorem 4: (Optimality of HS): HS can achieve the
minimum expected delay when the inter-meeting time
between any two nodes and between each node and
each home follows the independent and identical
exponential distributions with parameters λ and Λ
(Λ > Cλ), respectively.
Proof: We consider the binary homing scheme in
the ﬁrst phase and the 1-spreading scheme in the
second phase. According to Lemma 1, the binary
homing scheme can spread the message copies to
the maximum number of nodes before they reach
the homes. Meanwhile, this scheme will let the maximum number of homes receive these copies. Moreover, according to Lemma 2, this scheme will not
increase the delay of each copy reaching a home.
As a result, it can maximize the probability of the
destination meeting a message holder in the ﬁrst
phase, and can contribute to the spreading phase
most. According to Lemma 3, we can get that the
1-spreading scheme can spread message copies from
homes to the maximum number of nodes at the
fastest speed. That is to say, this scheme can maximize
the probability of the destination meeting a message
holder in the second phase. Thus, HS is optimal.


5

HS: H ETEROGENEOUS MSN S

In this section, we extend the HS algorithm from
the homogeneous setting to the heterogeneous setting,
where each node might have a different home set, but
all of them will form the overlapped home set H. As
a zero-knowledge routing algorithm, the source in HS
does not know which homes the destination is related
to. Without loss of generality, the source treats every
home as a potential home of destination. Then, the
objective is still to spread the message copies to each
home. If there are extra copies, it will spread them to
other mobile nodes.
5.1

The Extended HS
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Fig. 6. The proportional homing scheme.
First, we consider the homing phase. Since the
nodes in the heterogeneous setting have different
home sets, the expected delays for them to visit a
home will be different. In general, the more homes
a node has, the more quickly the node will send its
copies to a home. Thus, when two nodes that have
copies meet, the node with more homes should hold
more copies, so as to minimize the average delay for
these copies to be delivered to the homes. On the other
hand, in order to minimize the delays of the next two
phases, we also need to let these copies spread to as
many homes as possible. In terms of this objective,
each pair of encountered nodes should equally split
their copies. Thus, there is a tradeoff in the splitting
of copies. To this end, we adopt the following homing
scheme in HS.
Deﬁnition 5: (Proportional Homing Scheme): Each
node with message copies sends its copies to the ﬁrst
(visited) home. If a node i that has c copies encounters
another node j before it visits a home, node i will
split these copies between them by sending out αij c
copies and holding the remaining copies by itself,
|Hj |
where αij = |Hi |+|H
.
j|
In the proportional homing scheme, α is a ratio
of copy-splitting between encountered nodes. Each
pair of nodes generally has a different ratio of copysplitting. Determining the optimal α for each pair
of nodes will lead to an exponential computation
overhead. Here, we simply let the message copies
be split in proportion to the numbers of homes of
encountered nodes, since the number of homes of a
node represents the message-spreading capability of
this node. Fig. 6 shows an example of the proportional
homing scheme. Message copies are proportionally
split until they reach the homes. When α = 0.5,
the proportional homing scheme becomes the binary
homing scheme.
Second, we consider the spreading phase. As a zeroknowledge routing algorithm, each home in HS does
not know the home set of visiting nodes. As a result,
it cannot distinguish the visiting nodes, as to know
which one can spread messages faster than the others.
Thus, we still adopt the 1-spreading scheme in the
spreading phase, in which the homes let each visiting
node spread its copies without distinction.
Based on the proportional homing scheme and the
1-spreading scheme, we present the extended HS
algorithm, as shown in Algorithm 2. Compared to
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Algorithm 1, the extended HS uses the proportional
homing scheme in Step 6. Note that, when we set
α = 0.5, the proportional homing scheme will degrade
to be the binary homing scheme. Thus, Algorithm 1
can be seen as a special case of Algorithm 2.





































(a) Two states are combined as one state: s = 2, 1, 0, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0


5.2

6

P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS

In this section, we formally analyze the expected
delivery delay of HS. First, we adopt the continuous
Markov chain to compute the expected delivery delay.
Since it is hard to derive the closed formula, we
derive an upper bound, whereby we determine the















(b) The start state: st = 0, 0, 0, 6, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

Discussion

In heterogeneous MSNs, the extended HS algorithm
can still achieve a good result, especially when each
node has the same number of homes that are randomly selected from H. That is:
Theorem 5: When each node has the same number
of homes that are randomly selected from H (i.e.,
|H1 | = |H2 | = · · · = |Hn | = h ), and the inter-meeting
time between any two nodes and between each node
and its homes follows the independent and identical
exponential distributions with parameters λ and Λ
(Λ > Cλ), the extended HS algorithm is still the best
zero-knowledge routing algorithm.
Proof: First, when each node has the same number
of homes, the proportional homing scheme in the
extended HS algorithm becomes the binary homing
scheme. According to Lemma 1, the proportional
homing scheme in this case can still spread the C
message copies to the maximum number of nodes
before they reach the homes, which can maximize
the probability that the destination meets a message
holder in the homing phase, and also can maximize
the number of homes receiving copies. Second, when
each node has the same number of homes, the expected delay for each message copy reaching a home is
1
h Λ , since the inter-meeting time between each node
and its homes follows the independent and identical
exponential distributions with parameter Λ. That is to
say, Lemma 2 holds in this case. Third, Lemma 3 is
also right, since each home is randomly selected from
H. Like Theorem 4, we get that HS is the best zeroknowledge routing algorithm in the heterogeneous MSNs, where each node has the same number of homes.

When nodes’ numbers of homes differ, the expected
delay for each message copy to reach a home in
the homing phase might be different. That is to say,
Lemma 2 does not hold. As a result, the extended
HS algorithm will be not optimal in this case. Nevertheless, this algorithm still can achieve a good
performance. This is because the proportional homing
scheme in this algorithm takes the message-spreading
ability of homes and mobile nodes into account at the
same time, and makes a simple balance between them.





















(c) The optimal state: so = 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0

Fig. 7. An example of network state, in which the numbers in the squares and the circles are the numbers
of copies held by the homes and nodes, respectively
(h = 3, n = 6, C = 6).
number of message copies. For generality, we focus
on the extended HS for heterogeneous MSNs in the
following.
6.1 Computing the Expected Delivery Delay
We construct a state transition graph and use a
continuous Markov chain to compute the expected
delivery delay of HS.
First, we deﬁne a concept of network state, which
is used to describe the distribution of message copies
in the whole network.
Deﬁnition 6: (State of Network s): s is a vector with
h+n components, i.e., s = s1 , s2 , · · ·, sh , sh+1 , · · ·, sh+n
(s1 ≥ · · · ≥ sh ; sh+1 ≥ · · · ≥ sh+n ), in which the ith component si represents the number of message
copies held by the i-th home (if i ≤ h) or node i − h
(if i > h).
Here, for simplicity, we let s1 ≥ s2 ≥ · · · ≥ sh and
sh+1 ≥ · · ·≥ sh+n . If si < sj (1 ≤ i < j ≤ h or h + 1 ≤
i < j ≤ n), we exchange si and sj , and treat the states
before and after the exchange as the same state, so as
to decrease the number of total states. Then, based on
Deﬁnition 6, there are two special states. One is the
start state, denoted by st = 0, · · ·, 0, sh+1 = C, 0, · · ·, 0 .
Another is the state that all message copies have
ﬁnished the homing phase and the spreading phase,
but none of them are received by the destination. In
this state, the probability of the destination fetching a
message copy is the largest. Thus, we call it the optimal
state, denoted by so = 1, 1, · · ·, 1, 0, 0 · · · . Fig. 7 shows
three states of a simple MSN, where h = 3, n = 6, and
C = 6.
Now, we determine all possible states in the state
transition graph. According to Deﬁnition 6, a state s =
{s1 , · · · , sh , · · · , sh+n } satisﬁes:
h+n
i=1 si = C
(3)
s1 ≥ s2 ≥ · · · ≥ sh
sh+1 ≥ · · ·≥ sh+n
Let S denote the state space. Then, S is the solution
space of Eq. 3.
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Algorithm 3 Compute the expected delivery delay
1: Construct the state transition graph G:
2:
Determine the state set S;
3:
Determine ρs,s (t) for each pairwise s, s ∈ S;
4: Set fs,se (t) = 0 (∀s ∈ S);
5: Delete all states (= st ) whose in-degree is 0;
6: Let array dout (s) =out-degree of s (∀s ∈ S);
7: while S = ∅ do
8:
for each s ∈ S that dout (s ) = 0 do
9:
S = S −{s };
10:
for each s ∈ S that ρs,s (t) = 0 do
11:
if s is se then
12:
fs,se (t) = ρs,s (t);
13:
else
t
14:
fs,se (t) = fs,se (t)+ 0 ρs,s (x)fs ,se (t−x)dx;
15:
dout
(s) = dout (s)−1;
∞
16: Output: 0 tfst ,se (t)dt;

will not lead to a loop. That is, the state transition
graph G is a directed acyclic graph.
After constructing the state transition graph, we can
calculate the expected delivery delay of the message,
which is equal to the expected delay for the transition
from the start state to the end state. To this end, we
derive the cumulative probability density function for
the state transition from the start state to the end
state, denoted by fst ,se (t). Regarding the cumulative
probability density function, we have the following
theorem.
Theorem 6: Consider an arbitrary state s and its
next states Ns = {s |ρs,s (t) > 0, s ∈ S}. Then, the
cumulative probability density functions for the state
transitions from these states to se satisfy:
  t
fs,se (t) =
ρs,s (x)fs ,se (t − x)dx.
(4)
s∈Ns

Second, we determine the state transition functions.
For two arbitrary states s, s ∈ S, we use ρs,s (t) to
denote the probability density function about the time
t that it takes for the state transition from s to s .
The transition probability is zero if more than two
components of s, s are different. If there are exactly
two different components between s and s , we can
check whether there is a state transition that follows
the HS algorithm, and then the corresponding probability density function can be calculated. Assume that
the i-th and j-th components are different. If i, j > h,
this means that nodes i and j encounter each other.
Then, checking the values of si , sj , si , sj , we can determine whether they follow the binary/proportional
homing scheme of HS. If their values do not follow
the scheme, there is still not a state transition between
them. Otherwise, the corresponding probability density function is the probability density that nodes i
and j will encounter each other, while other nodes
and homes will not encounter to exchange their message copies. In the same way, we can determine the
probability density for the case where either i or j is
a home.
Finally, we add the end state into the graph, denoted
by se , which is related to the third phase. In fact,
each state in the ﬁrst phase and the second phase
can be directly transited to be the end state when
a message holder encounters the destination. Thus,
each state has a direct edge to the end state se .
The corresponding probability density function is the
probability density that one of the message holders
encounters the destination, while other nodes and
homes will not encounter to exchange their copies.
Based on the above method, we construct the state
transition graph G S, {ρs,s (t)|s, s ∈ S} . Moreover,
according to the binary/proportional homing scheme
in the ﬁrst phase and the 1-spreading scheme in the
second phase, the state transition is irreversible, which

0

Proof: For each next state s (∈ Ns ) of state s,
the cumulative probability density function for the
state transition from s to se via s is a convolut
tion 0 ρs,s (x)fs ,se (t − x)dx, where ρs,s (x) is the
probability density for the state transition from s
to s at time x, and fs ,se (t − x) is the probability
for the state transition from s to se at time t − x.
Then, we can get the total cumulative probability density function for the state transition from s

t
to se , i.e., fs,se (t) = s∈Ns 0 ρs,s (x)fs ,se (t − x)dx.

This theorem shows that if the cumulative probability density function for the state transition from
each next state of s to se has been calculated, then the
cumulative probability density function of the state s
can also be derived. Then, we can adopt a backward
derivation method to get the cumulative probability
density functions of all states, since the state transition
graph G is a directed acyclic graph. Based on this
backward derivation, we can eventually get fst ,se (t).
Then, the expected delay for the message
delivery
∞
from the source to the destination is 0 tfst ,se (t)dt.
Based on the above method, we present Algorithm 3 to calculate the expected delivery delay from the
source to the destination. Steps 1-3 construct the state
transition graph. Step 5 deletes the invalid states. In
step 6, an array is used to record the out-degrees of
each state in the graph. A state s with a zero outdegree means that the cumulative probability density
function fs ,se (t) has been determined. Then, it will
be deleted from the graph in Step 9. Accordingly, the
cumulative probability density functions for the state
transition via this state are updated in Steps 10-15.
By repeating this process, all of the cumulative probability density functions can be determined. Then, the
algorithm outputs the results in Step 16. The overhead
of Algorithm 3 is dominated by Steps 11-14, which
will be executed within O(|S|2 ). Note that we directly
use the cumulative probability density functions in
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Algorithm 3 for simplicity. In fact, these cumulative
probability density functions can be realized in the
real implementation, since they are composed of exponential functions that can be described by pairwise
coefﬁcients and exponents.
6.2 A Simple Example
Here, we present an example to calculate the expected delivery delay of HS by using Algorithm 3.
Consider a simple homogeneous MSN, in which h = 2,
n = 5, C = 2, Λ = 0.4, and λ = 0.05. Then, the state
transition graph is constructed as follows:
According to Eq. 3, we ﬁrst derive all network
states st , s1 , s2 , so , se , as shown in Fig. 8. In each state
(except the end state se ), the ﬁrst two components
are the message copies of homes, and the remaining
components are the copies of nodes. State st is the
start state where the source holds two copies. State s1
is an intermediate state where two nodes each hold
a copy. State s2 is another intermediate state where a
home and a node hold a copy, respectively. State so is
the optimal state where two homes each hold a copy.
The probability density function for each state transition is also determined. For instance, the state transition from st to s2 means that the source visits a
home before it encounters any other nodes. The corresponding probability density function is ρst ,s2 (t) =
2Λe−2Λt−4λt = 0.8e−t . The state transition from st
to s1 indicates that the source encounters another
node (any node except the source and the destination)
before it visits a home. The corresponding probability
density function is ρst ,s1 (t) = 3λe−2Λt−4λt = 0.15e−t .
The state transition from s2 to so means that a node
with a copy visits the home in H before it meets
the destination, and before the destination visits the
home in H . The corresponding probability density
function is ρs2 ,so (t) = Λe−2Λt−λt = 0.4e−0.85t . In the
same way, all state transition functions are derived,
as shown in Fig. 8.
After the state graph construction, Algorithm 3 uses
the backward derivation from state se to compute
the cumulative probability density functions. First,
the cumulative probability density function of so is
determined, i.e., fso ,se (t) = ρso ,se (t) = 0.8e−0.8t . Next,
 t fs2 ,se (t) is determined, i.e., fs2 ,se (t) = ρs2 ,se (t) +
ρ
(x)fso ,se (t−x)dx, and so on. Finally, fst ,se (t) is
0 s2 ,so
derived. Then, we can get that the expected delivery
delay is 2.81.
It is worth noting that we also calculate the expected delivery delay for the case where h = 0,
which corresponds to Spray&Wait. The corresponding
expected delivery delay is 12.25. That is, compared
to Spray&Wait, our algorithm reduces the expected
delivery delay by 77.1% for this example.
6.3 The Upper Bound of Expected Delivery Delay
Although we can calculate the expected delivery
delay through Algorithm 3, it is hard to derive a
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Fig. 8. An example of the state transition graph (h = 2,
n = 5, C = 2, Λ = 0.4, and λ = 0.05).
close formula. Here, we derive an upper bound of
the expected delivery delay, by which we can derive
the number of required message copies C to ensure a
given expected delivery delay performance.
First, we deﬁne the average delay of the homing
phase as the average value of delays for each copy
reaching the ﬁrst home in the homing phase, denoted
by D(1) . Moreover, we deﬁne the average delay of the
spreading phase as the average value of delays for
each home in H to receive a copy, denoted by D(2) .
The delay for the destination to fetch a copy from a
message holder is deﬁned as the delay of the fetching
phase, and is denoted by D(3) . Then, we have:
Lemma 7: Assume that the inter-meeting time between each node and each home follows the exponential distribution with the parameters Λ, and the
average number of homes of each node is h̄. Then,
the average delays of the ﬁrst two phases D(1) , D(2) ,
and the delay of the fetching phase D(3) satisfy:
1
;
h̄Λ
3h
;
≤
2
h̄Λ

D(1) =

(5)

D(2)

(6)

D(3) =

h
,
h̄CΛ+(h−h̄)Cλ
1
,
h̄Λ+(C−h̄)λ

C ≤h
.
C >h

(7)

Proof: First, we calculate the average delay D(1) for
the homing phase. If the source does not meet other
nodes in this phase, D(1) is the expected delay for
the source to visit a home. Since the inter-meeting
time between each node and each home follows the
exponential distribution with the parameters Λ, and
the average number of homes of each node is h̄, D(1)
1
is equal to h̄Λ
in this case. Now, we consider the case
where the source meets other nodes in the homing
phase. Without loss of generality, we assume that a
message holder that has c copies meets another node
before it reaches a home. The message holder and the
encountered node have h1 and h2 homes, respectively.
Then, according to the proportional homing scheme,
1c
2c
they will get h1h+h
and h1h+h
copies, respectively. The
2
2
1c
2c
· 1 + h1h+h
·
corresponding average delay is 1c ·( h1h+h
2 h1 Λ
2
1
2
h2 Λ ) = (h1 +h2 )Λ , which is the average delay for the
two nodes to visit a home. Thus, when the copies
are split among the encountered nodes according to
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the proportional homing scheme, D(1) is still equal to
the average delay for the nodes to visit a home, i.e.,
1
D(1) = h̄Λ
.
Second, we derive the upper bound of D(2) for the
spreading phase. We consider the worst case. That is,
a home that has received C −1 message copies from
the source spreads its extra copies to other homes
according to the 1-spreading scheme. In fact, this
average delay includes two parts. The ﬁrst part is the
average delay for the home to spread its extra copies
(2)
to its visiting nodes, denoted by D1 . In Lemma 3,
we have derived the expected delays for a home in
a homogeneous MSN to spread k message copies to
n − 1 nodes. Here, we only need to consider a home
spreading its extra copies to C −2 of h̄n
h nodes, since
the average number of homes of each node is h̄. By
using the same analysis in Lemma 3, we can get:
(2)
D1 ≤

C−2
 C −j−1 1
h
1
hC
<
· <
·
C − 2 j=1 h̄n − j + 1 Λ h̄nΛ 2h̄Λ
h

(8)

The second part is the average delay for each home
in H to receive copies from those nodes that hold
message copies. More speciﬁcally, it is the average
delay for hh̄ · (C −1) nodes to send their copies to the
homes in H . In fact, the delay for the ﬁrst home
in H to receive a copy is the expected delay for a
node visiting the home divided by hh̄ · (C − 1), i.e.,
h
· 1 . The delay for the i-th home in H to receive
h̄ (C−1)Λ
i
1
(1 ≤ i < min{h, C}).
a message copy is j=1 hh̄ · (C−j)Λ
Let k = min{h, C}. Then, we have:
(2)

D2 ≤

k−1

1  h k−i 1
h
·
· ≤
k − 1 i=1 h̄ C − i Λ h̄Λ

(9)

By combining the average delay of the two parts, we
(2)
(2)
have D(2) = D1 + D2 ≤ 23h
.
h̄Λ
Finally, we compute D(3) . In the fetching phase,
the destination will fetch the message from C homes
if C ≤ h, among which hh̄ C homes are the homes
of the destination, on average. The corresponding
h
expected delay is h̄CΛ+(h−
. If C > h, the desh̄)Cλ
tination will fetch the message from one of its h̄
homes, the other h− h̄ homes, or the C −h nodes that
hold the copies. Then, the corresponding expected
1
delay is h̄Λ+(C−
. By combining the results of the
h̄)λ
two cases, we can get that the theorem is correct.

Note that the message delivery in HS might complete at each phase; in the worst case, it completes at
the third phase. Thus, the sum of D(1) , D(2) , and D(3)
is an upper bound for the expected delivery delay of
HS. That is, we directly have the following theorem:
Theorem 8: The expected delivery delay of the HS
algorithm, denoted by D, satisﬁes:
 1
h
+ 23h
+ h̄CΛ+(h−
, C ≤h
h̄Λ
h̄)Cλ
h̄Λ
D≤
(10)
1
3h
1
+ 2h̄Λ + h̄Λ+(C−h̄)λ , C > h
h̄Λ

Proof: This is a straightforward result of Lemma 7.

Now we can, in turn, determine the number of
message copies C. Given an arbitrary threshold Θ
1
+ 23h
) about the expected delivery delay of HS,
(≥ h̄Λ
h̄Λ
we let C satisfy the following equation.

h
1
1
· 2h̄Λ
, Θ≥ h̄Λ
+ 23h
+ h̄Λ+(h−
h̄)λ 2h̄ΛΘ−2−3h
h̄)λ
h̄Λ
C= h̄Λ+(h−
(11)
Λ
2h̄
1
3h
1
·(
−
h̄)+
h̄,
Θ<
+
+
λ
h̄Λ
h̄Λ+(h−h̄)λ
2h̄ΛΘ−2−3h
2h̄Λ
Then, according to Theorem 8, we can ensure that D ≤
Θ.
Here, we point out that the upper bound on the expected delivery delay of the (extended) HS algorithm
in Eq. 10 is not a tight one. Despite this, the bound is
enough, since our objective is to estimate the required
number of message copies to ensure a given expected
delivery delay performance for this algorithm. A little
estimation error is negligible.

7

P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION

In this section, we conduct extensive simulations to
evaluate the performance of HS. The algorithms in the
comparison, evaluation methods, settings, and results
are presented as follows.
7.1 Algorithms in Comparison
In this paper, we only focus on zero-knowledge
multi-copy routing algorithms for MSNs. To make a
fair performance comparison, we only compare the
Homing Spread algorithm with the existing zeroknowledge routing algorithms: the Spray&Wait [14]
algorithm and the Epidemic [13] algorithm with a
given number of copies.
Both Spray&Wait and Epidemic deliver messages through replication. The message holder in
Spray&Wait adopts the binary scheme to split the
copies among itself and the encountered receivers.
Note that there is no global view that can be used
to control the number of message copies for the Epidemic [13] algorithm with a given number of copies.
Thus, for simplicity, we just let the source in Epidemic
spread message copies to each encountered node.
In addition, we also implement an Epidemic algorithm in which there is no limit to the number of
copies, denoted by EpidemicU, since it can get the
optimal expected delivery delay among all routing
algorithms.
7.2 Simulation Settings and Metrics
Our simulations are conducted on synthetic traces
that are generated by a Time-Variant Community
Model (TVCM) [18]. This is because the commonly
used real traces (such as Cambridge Haggle Trace and
UMassDieselNet Trace) do not provide the needed
community information. In contrast, the TVCM model
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Fig. 9. Performance comparisons of average delivery delay vs. number of message copies (h = 5, Λ = 0.04).
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Fig. 10. Performance comparisons of average delivery delay vs. number of message copies (n = 200, Λ = 0.04).
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(a) Homing probability:Λ=0.04 (b) Homing probability:Λ=0.08 (c) Homing probability:Λ=0.12 (d) Homing probability:Λ=0.16

Fig. 11. Performance comparisons of average delivery delay vs. number of message copies (n = 200, h = 5).
TABLE 1
Evaluation Settings.
parameter name
deployment area
number of nodes n
number of homes h
homing probability per second Λ
number of messages
allowed message copies C

range
20×20
100-400
0-15
0.04-0.16
10,000
2-20

is a widely-adopted model derived from real MSNs.
Moreover, we can modify the model parameters as
needed, so that it can reproduce various empirical
mobility properties, which are beneﬁcial to the performance evaluation of our algorithm.
In the simulations, we deploy n = 100, 200, 300, and
400 nodes in a grid, a square area composed of 20×20
small squares, each of which represents a location.
Among the locations, there are h = 0 − 15 homes.
Mobile nodes perform random waypoint trips inside
and outside homes following the TVCM model [18].
The unit of time is seconds. In each second, the
homing probability of each node, which is equal to
Λ, is selected from 0.04−0.16, while ensuring that the
total homing probability does not exceed 1. Nodes can
communicate with each other only when they visit

the same small square. Each home is equipped with
a throwbox [19]. In each evaluation, we randomly
generate 10, 000 messages, whose sources and destinations are assigned randomly among the n nodes. Each
message is assigned with a TTL (Time-To-Live), beyond which the corresponding message copies will be
discarded. All of the evaluation variables are shown
in Table 1.
The widely-adopted metrics are evaluated in our
simulations, including the average delivery delay and
average delivery ratio. The average delivery delay is
the delivery time for the ﬁrst message copy to reach
its destination. The average delivery ratio is the ratio
of successful deliveries to all message deliveries.
7.3 Evaluation in Homogeneous Settings
We conduct three groups of simulations to evaluate
the performance of average delivery delay of the
algorithms under the homogeneous setting. In the ﬁrst
group of simulations, we change the number of nodes
from 100 to 400, while setting h = 5, Λ = 0.04, and
C = 10. Then, we vary the number of homes from 0
to 15, while setting n = 200, Λ = 0.04, and C = 10, in
the second group of simulations. Finally, we modify
the homing probability of each node in the third
group of simulations. In all of the simulations, we
record the average delivery delays of Homing Spread,
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Fig. 12. Performance comparisons of average delivery ratio vs. time-to-live (n = 200, Λ = 0.04, C = 10).
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(c) Message copies: C = 15
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Fig. 13. Performance comparisons of average delivery ratio vs. time-to-live (n = 200, h = 5, C = 10).
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(d) Message copies: C = 20

Fig. 14. Performance comparisons of average delivery ratio vs. time-to-live (n = 200, h = 5, Λ = 0.04).
Spray&Wait, and Epidemic, when given a different
number of copies, as shown in Figs. 9-11. Moreover,
as the minimum average delivery delay that can be
achieved by all possible routing algorithms, we record
the average delivery delay of EpidemicU and plot it
as a lower bound in these ﬁgures.
More speciﬁcally, the results in Figs. 9-11 show that
the average delivery delays of the three algorithms
reduce when there is an increase in the number of
copies. In contrast, Epidemic, in which only the source
spreads the copies in the network, has the worst delivery delay. Spray&Wait, in which multiple nodes and
homes help to spread the copies in the network, has a
medium performance. Homing Spread, which mainly
lets homes, assisted by nodes, spread the copies in the
network, has the best performance among the three
algorithms. The results also prove that homes play
an important role in the message spreading process.
When the number of homes increases, or the homing
probability increases, the average delivery delay of
Homing Spread reduces signiﬁcantly, while the average delivery delay of Spray&Wait decreases moderately. At the same time, the average delivery delay
of Epidemic reduces slightly, as shown in Figs. 10
and 11, respectively. When the number of homes is
zero, Homing Spread is degraded to Spray&Wait, as
shown in Fig. 10(a), where the curves of the two

algorithms overlap. Moreover, when the number of
homes or the homing probability is sufﬁciently large
(e.g., h = 15 or Λ = 0.12, 0.16), Homing Spread
can achieve nearly the same performance on average
delivery delay as EpidemicU, i.e., the best result of all
possible algorithms, as shown in Fig. 10(d), Fig. 16(c),
and Fig. 16(d).
Next, we also conduct three groups of simulations
to evaluate the performance of the above algorithms
on the delivery ratio. We vary the number of homes,
the homing probability, and the number of copies,
while ﬁxing other variables, respectively. In each simulation, we calculate the average delivery ratios of the
four algorithms when given different values of timeto-live for each message, beyond which the message
will be discarded, as shown in Figs.12-14.
The results in Figs.12-14 show that Homing Spread
can successfully deliver the messages more quickly,
and can achieve an average delivery ratio that is
much higher than those of Epidemic and Spray&Wait.
The results also show that homes greatly affect the
performance of message deliveries. When the number
of homes or the homing probability increases, the
average delivery ratio of Homing Spread reduces
signiﬁcantly, as shown in Figs. 10 and 11. In contrast,
the average delivery ratio of Spray&Wait reduces
moderately. However, the average delivery ratio of
Epidemic reduces by a little. This is because Epidemic
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(a) Homing probability:Λ=0.04 (b) Homing probability:Λ=0.08 (c) Homing probability:Λ=0.12 (d) Homing probability:Λ=0.16

Fig. 15. Performance comparisons of average delivery delay vs. average home number (n = 200, C = 10).
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(a) Homing probability:Λ=0.04 (b) Homing probability:Λ=0.08 (c) Homing probability:Λ=0.12 (d) Homing probability:Λ=0.16

Fig. 16. Performance comparisons of average delivery ratio vs. average home number (n=200, C=10, T T L=10).
only depends on the source to spread copies in the
network. The increased number of homes, and the
homing probability, cannot contribute to this message
spreading scheme. Moreover, when the homing probability is large enough (e.g., Λ = 0.12, 0.16), Homing
Spread can achieve nearly the same performance on
average delivery ratio as EpidemicU, as shown in
Figs. 13(c) and 13(d). When the number of homes
is zero, Homing Spread is degraded to Spray&Wait,
as shown in Fig. 12(a). In addition, Fig. 14 shows
that when the number of copies increases, the average
delivery ratios of Homing Spread and Spray&Wait
will increase signiﬁcantly. However, when the number
of copies goes beyond a moderate value (e.g., 3 times
the number of homes in Fig 14(c)), their average
delivery ratios increase slightly. In contrast, Epidemic
is barely affected by the number of copies. This is still
due to the reason that only the source in this algorithm
spreads the copies. If there is no time to encounter
other nodes, the source just keeps the extra copies to
itself, which is not beneﬁcial to the improvement of
the delivery ratio.

using the binary homing scheme, we also realize
a Homing Spread algorithm that adopts the binary
homing scheme in the heterogeneous setting, denoted by Binary HS, in the simulations. Moreover, we
evaluate the average delivery delay and the average
delivery ratio by conducting all simulations like that
in the homogeneous setting. Due to space limitations,
we only provide two groups of evaluation results
here.
First, we change the parameter h̄ from 4 to 12, set
n = 200, Λ = 0.04 − 0.16, C = 10, and then, record
the average delay of all message deliveries. Second,
we evaluate the average delivery ratio by setting the
Time-To-Live of each message T T L = 10, beyond
which the message copy will be discarded. The results
are shown in Figs. 15 and 16, from which we can get
that Homing Spread has a smaller average delivery
delay and a larger average delivery ratio than other
algorithms, including Binary HS. When the average
home number increases, the average delivery delay
of Homing Spread will decrease, and the average
delivery ratio will increase; these come close to the
best results.

7.4 Evaluation in Heterogeneous Settings
We also evaluate the performance of the (extended)
Homing Spread algorithm in the heterogeneous setting by comparing it with Spray&Wait and Epidemic.
In this setting, we ﬁrst determine an average home
number h̄ for all nodes. Then, we let each node
randomly select an integer from [h̄ − 2, h̄ + 2] as its
number of homes. Here, the number of homes is determined according to our experience from the study
on the real MSN trace. Other parameters can achieve
a similar result. In addition, in order to demonstrate
that Homing Spread using the proportional homing
scheme in the heterogeneous setting outperforms that
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R ELATED

WORK

Many routing algorithms have been proposed for
MSNs. Most of them are probability-based algorithms
(e.g., [2]–[6]) or social-aware algorithms (e.g., [7]–
[12]). These algorithms assume that the contact probability between nodes changes very slowly along with
time. Then, the historical contact records between
nodes are collected and used to guide the message
delivery. Compared to existing works, HS does not
require any historical information. Among the existing
MSN routing algorithms, only two typical algorithms,
Epidemic [13] and Spray&Wait [14], are similar to

www.redpel.com
+917620593389
HS, which is zero-knowledge-based. However, neither
distinguishes homes from other locations, as all locations are considered to be the same.
HS assumes that each home has a virtual throwbox. In contrast, the existing works on throwboxes
mainly focus on the capacity and delivery delay of
the Epidemic algorithm when adding throwboxes into
MSNs [19], [21]. Moreover, these throwboxes are randomly placed, and they are usually physical storage
devices. In addition, some other works also use the
stationary relays to improve the routing performance,
such as [22]. The network model and routing scheme
are different from this paper. To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst zero-knowledge MSN routing
algorithm that takes the social characteristic of MSNs
into consideration.

9

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we study a special type of mobile
social network, where the routing space includes
some frequently visited homes, and propose a zeroknowledge multi-copy routing algorithm called Homing Spread (HS). HS utilizes the home feature and sets
a higher priority for homes to help spread messages
quickly. Theoretical analysis and simulation results
show that homes play an important role in the message spreading process. By using the notion of home,
HS achieves a better performance than existing zeroknowledge MSN routing algorithms.
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